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Fresh Sea Aster
Product Images

Description

Sea Aster has a salty-umami flavour, which adds salt and crunch to most dishes and works really well with
seafood.
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Additional Information

SKU 16827

Description
Sea Aster has a salty-umami flavour, which adds salt
and crunch to most dishes and works really well with
seafood.

Seasonal No

About Supplier

Caterite stock over 350 lines of fresh fruit and
vegetables ranging from all the basics, to micro herbs,
edible flowers, seasonal greens, salad essentials and
exotics. Through our customer base we have developed
and grown the range over a number of years, and now
offer the most expanisive and accesible fresh proudce
range in Cumbria. Over fifty percent of our business is
fresh, so we understand the importance of availability,
quality and price. Unlike most other wholesalers, we
purchase direct from growers or farmers in the UK and
Europe. We have a produce hub in Lancashire where all
of our local and nationwide sourced goods from
farmers and growers are collated and then trunkered
daily directly to our depot. From field to Caterite and to
our customers in less than 24 hours, it just does not get
any fresher.

About Producer

Have you considered using our prepared fruit and
vegetable range? Caterprep is part of the Caterite family
and was formed in 2018 and currently produces over
200 different ready to use prepared lines to help busy
chefs save time and money in the kitchen, without
compromising on quality, specification or freshness.
The team is made up of a mixture of chefs, kitchen and
manufacturing experienced members, who help us
deliver the product range our customers are looking
for. Operating 24 hours a day we ensure that the
products our customers receive are as fresh as
possible. Prepared product offering is all about service,
and this along with product quality is top of the agenda
for the Caterprep team. Make use of our vast
distribution network and service where orders can be
placed up to midnight for next day delivery.

Ingredient Sourcing

We source our fresh produce direct from suppliers
locally and globally, most of which are growers and
exporters, this ensures fresh quality produce and better
delivery. When choosing suppliers, it is not only the
product quality we care about but the way they source
their products, how they treat their suppliers and the
environment. We always check their accreditations,
assurance certificates and whether they comply with ETI
(Ethical Trading Initiative).
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Benchmarking

We regularly cook with our fresh produce in our
demonstration kitchen to see how the product holds up
during the cooking process and of course most
importantly, to taste the flavour and to educate our
team.

Country of Origin Great Britain

Brands Caterite

Why Buy from Caterite?

For over 50 years Caterite Foodservice have been
successfully providing the hospitality and catering
sector with the very best fresh produce from Cumbria,
the UK and abroad. We have worked hard to establish
an enviable reputation for supplying our customers and
chefs with top quality goods exactly to order, all
delivered at competitive prices as part of an unrivalled
fast, friendly and efficient service in which extra is
standard. It means our customers trust Caterite
because they know they can rely on us. As always, we
remain fiercely proud of our Cumbrian roots and much
of our vast stock comes from local suppliers. Strong on
tradition, we are also a forward thinking innovative
company, with an ever expanding fleet of high tech
refrigerated delivery vehicles and state of the art
facilities at our headquarters at Embleton in the Lake
District National Park. We are market leaders and the
changes we are constantly introducing to improve our
service are aimed at keeping us and our customers
ahead of the competition.

Size each

Pack Size 1
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